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Abstract 

Forces on a body oscillating in incoming waves and a weak current are st.udied. 
Coupling between the oscillatory wave field and the st-eady flow arou11d the body is 
accounted for. Friction and separation effects are disregarded, and the fluid flow is 
modelled hy potential theory. The boundary value problem for the velocity potential 
is f.ransformed to an integral equation by Green's theorem, using a Green function 
satisfying the linear free sUl'face condition with small forward speed. Local, small 
forward speed expansions for the potential and the Green function are applied in the 
vicinity of the body, giving two sets of integral equations for the unkown zero speed and 
the small forward speed potentials. There are unknowns on the wetted body surface 
only. The right hand side of the small forward speed integral equation involves a fMt. 
decaying integral over the free surface. There is no water line int.egral in the integral 
equations. The method is applicable to bodies of arbitrary shape. Th'.ifcliagonal e.dde.d 
mass a.nd damping coefficients are found to be functions of the current speed only 
Uuough the encou11ter frequency. The linear exciting forces are found by generalized 
Haskincl relations. Analytical expressions for the mean second order hol'izont.a.I drift 
forces aud the mean second Ol'der yaw moment are given, and numerical examples are 
present.ed for different body geometries. The mean drift forces are usually increased by 
the presence of a weak current along the incoming wave direction. For complex body 
geometries the wave drift damping may, however, in na.rrow wave number regions, 
become negative. The mean yaw moment may be changed by 100% by the presence 
of a weak cunent. Energy check and numeric.al convergence of the method aJ:e also 
discussed. 

1 Introduction 

The slow drift motions of floating marine structures, a.s moored ships a.nd oil platforms, ha.ve 
attracted considerable interest in la.ter yea.rs. The motion is generated by resonance between 
the moored structure and slowly oscillating nonlinear wave forces, a.nd is cha.ra.cterized l?Y 
Ja,t"ge bori~oataJ exc1:1rsions. ViRcou.s e~cts and w;we radiation arn often snrnll and the . 

so"cci.lled wave drift damping may be of grea.t importance. This concept is defined a.s the 
increase in the wave drift force due to a small forward velocity for a. body moving in waves. 
Provided that the increase is positive, the wave drift damping will therefore behave formally 
as a.n ordina.ry linear damping. In most cases thiH is true. However, for complica.ted marine 
st.rncture1:1 the wave drift damping ma.y be negative a.nd hence destabiliie the osdlla.ting 
system. 

Recently, several papers have been published on this subject. Of partiular relevance are 
Zhao, Faltiusen, Krokstad and Aanesland (1988), Zhao and Faltinsen (1989) and Wu and 
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Ea.tork-Taylor ( 1990 ). In the two first-mentioned papers a hybrid method is used to obtain 
the velodty potential. Close to the body they apply a boundary element method with 
Rankine sourres. This region is matched to an outer regime where a multipole expansion is 
used. Wu and Eatock-Taylor (1990) take into account the drift of the body by expanding 
the potential for the fluid motion in a series after the sma.11 forward velocity a.nd keeping 
only terms linear in the forward velocity. Their numerical examples are restricted to two
dimensional problems. 

Here we present shortly another method to compute first-order unsteady forces, wave 
drift forces and wave drift damping for arbitrary three-dimensional bodies moving with a 
small forward velocity. The method is described in Nossen, Grue and Palm (1990). Viscous 
forces are neglected, the fluid flow is assumed irrotational and the fluid incompressible, so 
that potential theory can be used. The assumption of a small forwa.rd velocity reduces the 
boundary condition at the free surface for the steady motion to the rigid wall condition. For 
the non-steady part of the problem the boundary conditions are linearized with respect to 
the incident wave amplitude. The problem is solved by usfog a boundary element method 
with a Green function satisfying the correct radiation condition at infinity. The solution is 
expressed as an integral over the wetted body surface and the free surface. The contribution 
from the free surface decays rapidly with increa.sing distance from the body. 

In the vicinity of the body the velocity potential and the Green function are expanded 
in series after the forward velocity, keeping only linear terms. However, wheu the potential 
far away from the body is calculated, we return to the unperturbed equations. One great 
advant.a.ge by applying this expansion, is that the free surface integral, which is of higher 
ord.er in the forward velocity, becomes known. Thus, unknowns are only needed on the 
wetted body surface. By expansion of the Green function we use the idea of Huismans 
and Hermans (1985) that the actual Green function for small forward velocity may be 
expressed by the Green function for zero forward speed and its derivatives. This simplifies 
the computations considerably since effective subroutines exist for the latter Green function. 

lt is shown in the paper that a small forward speed has a great impact on the magnitude 
of the exciting force and the meau drift force. Furthermore, examples on the validity of the 
Timtnan-Newman relations and the Haskind relations are displayed. Analytical expressions 
for the horizontal wave drift forces and yaw moment are given. These formulas are applied 
on a. tension leg platform for incident waves of various oblique angles. The forces, as well 
as the moment vary strongly with the forward velocity and the frequency of the iucideut 
waves. The latter variation is most likely due to interference phenomena between the 
different columns of the tension leg platform. 

In Section 2 is the boundary value problem posed. In Sert.ion 3 is the Green function 
introduced a.nd iu Section 4 is shown how the problem is solved. 111 S<.1 ctio11 5 is distusRed 
the first-order forces: added mass and clamping, aud the exciting forrE>s. The mea.n hori
zontal drift force and yaw moment are discussed in Section 6. wlwrea.s Sert.ion 7 is a short. 
discussion of the numerical convergence of the method. ATso,-oui:rPsultRTOr the-wa.ve driff 
damping on a. vertical cylinder are compared with results by Zhao and Faltinsen ( 1989), 
with quite good agreement. 

2 The boundary value problem 

Let us consider the problem in the frame of reference translating with the steady forward 
speed of the body, and let us introduce a coordinate system 0 - xyz with the a:- i.tnd y-
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a.xes in the mea.n free surface a.nd the z-axis vertical upwa.rds. Let us furthermore a.ss11me 

that the ambient horizontal current, with constant speed U, is directed along the negative 

:z:-axiR. The fluid velocity v is then given by 

v = v' - Ui ( 1 ) 

where v' = ( u1, v', w') denotes the disturbance in the flow field due to incoming wa.vPR 

a11d the presenfc of a. body, a.nd i denotes the unit vector along the ;1:-axis. The fluid is 

assumed to he homogeuous and incompressible, a.nd the motion irrota.t.iona.J. Tlw velocity 

ma.y the11 he giVf'll !Jy t.hf' ~ra.dient of a. velocity pote11tia.J <f>"', i.e. V = v<J>"', which fm.t.iRflf'fi 
thC' La.place <•qua.tion. <I>"' is composed hy a 8tea.<ly potential l1 \ 8 due to the current and Hw 
Rt.at.iona.ry flow a.round tlw body, a.11d a.n oscillatory part <I> dne to incoming a.nd 8ca.1.tl'l'<'d 
time ha.n11011k wa.v<>s, as well a.s oscillatory motions of the body, i.e. 

cl>"'( re, t) = U\ 8 (re) + <P(re, t) (i) 

w her<' l deuot.es time. 
The potentia.18 \s and <P are 8ubj<>ct to boundary conditions on the free surface, the 

lllea.n position of the body a.nd far away from the body. The boundary value problem for 

\ 8 is, to first order in U, given by 

subjed. to 

\72xs = 0 

0\8 
oz = 0 

8 ~=0 
On 

V'ya = -Ui 

in the fluid (3) 

a.t z = 0 ( 4) 

on .'iB 

lrel -+ oo ( G) 

wh(•re iJ/iJn de11ote8 differentia.tiou along the tlllit. nonna.l n of the hody surface, poi11ting 
out. of the fluid, and SB denotes the mean position of the body. The 8tea.dy problem is 

solved by applying a. source distribution over the body surface for the potential \, defined 

by 

\s = \ - :1: (I) 

Let. the time dependent solution, which is linearized with respect to the fr<>e surface el

evation. and proportional to exp( fol), where a denotes the frequency of e11rnunt.er, be 

written 
. 6 

q,( re, t) = ;Rei(Tt {A ig ( </>o( x) + </>;( x)) + ia L ~A>J (re)} 
- .. --- ----- - - --~--- ---- - -- - -- _i__::::J_ ----- ---

HNI' ,I de11ot<'S the amplitude oft lw inrnu1ing waves."-' the orbital freq ucnf,V of the i11rn111-

i ng waves, a.ucl g the a.rcel<>ratio11 due t.o gravity. </>o and</>; denote tlw i11ro111i11g wa.\'<' a11d 
sratt.<>ri11g pol.P11t.ia.hi, respectively, (j dPnotps the a.mplit11de oft.he hod.v mot.ion in t.hP jth 

mode (surge, swa.y, heave, roll, pitch a.n<l yaw, respeftively). a.ud </J.i is t.h<> rnrresponding 

ra.dia.l.iou potential for uuit amplitude of motion. The incoming wave potential for incideut. 

wa.v<> a.ugle /3, rea.dR 
cPo = eK(z-i(a:cos/3+ysin/n) ( 9) 
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where K is the wave number of the incoming waves related to the orbital frequency by the 
dispersion relation for gravity waves in water of infinite depth 

The frequency of encounter a is related tow and U by 
-

:.! w 
a= w - U- cos/1 

.<J 

( 10) 

( I I ) 

The cas!' jj = 0 corresponds to following waves, while /j = 11" col'J'Psponds to head wa.veR. 
L('t us then consider the boundary value problems for </>.;, j = L, •.• 7. According to 

the prt'vious assumptions, each </>j satisfies the La.place equation. On the free surface, the 
radiation potentials and the diffraction potential <PD = </>o + </>; satisfies 

(12) 

where Y'1 denotes the horizontal gradient, 11 = a2 /g and T = Ua/g. We note that (12) is 
a. linear boundary condition with variable coefficients when .\s is preca.lcula.ted. Fa1; awa.y 
from the body, \s -+ -x, and the free surface boundary condition ( 12) simplifies to 

8</J. 8</>. 
- v</>· - 2ir-.-J + -,-J = 0 at:::= 0 

J a:r 8::: 

whid1 only contains known constant coefficients. 
The body boundary conditions for the unknown potmtia.Js are giwn by (Newman 1971'<) 

,:1,1,. { u _u'l_'j _ n_; + -wmj, 
8 - -~ n on' 

j = 1, ... ,6 

j=7 
( L 4 ) 

where ( n1, n. 2, 11~~) = n, ( n4, ns, n6) = x x n, 

( 16) 

Far a.way from the body, the radiation conditions state that the radiation potentials and 

the sca.ttering potential behave as outgoing waves: 

r/>j = Jrt/:.! H.;( O)eki(O)(z-iRJt-4rl sin2 If) + O( ~) a.s R - oo ( J 7) 

+scc-5..e.ction._..3...J_,_.wllirr".e. x = R coR (J, ·y --:_lI.fi!!tfl,_ Th{1_ a.ngl~ de pendent wave n urn lwr /.- 1 ( IJ) i:-; 
given i11 th<' uext Rection h.v ('q. (27). H,;(IJ) d('uotes t.ht> a.mplit.ucl<• Zti.~~ff~;!.io1~-o(i.lw .Fl~
radia.tiou or tlw srnttf'ri ng potPnt.ia.1. 

3 The Green function 

Thi? radiation and diffraction problems with the boundary conditiou ( 12) at the free• surfa,.,, 

a.nd the boundary conditions ( 14) on the wetted body surface will be solved by applying 
Green's second identity to the entire fluid domain. As Green function we apply a. pulsating 
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source translating with small forwa.rd speed a.nd sa.tisfying the free surface condition ( 13 ). 
This function is given by 

1 1 
G(re,{) = - - - + W(re,{) 

r r' 
with r a.nd r' given by 

aud 

r = J( x - ~ )2 + ( y - 17 )2 + ( z - ()2 

1,1 = J(;1: - ~)2 + (y - 11)2 + (z + ()2 

and the wave part of the source potentia.l given by 

wl11•n• 

W(re,{) = .!. r~Tr ):.;..X• __ J.i.'_(o_·,_k_:)(_lk_·d_.n_· -
7r Jo rJo' ( k: - 1.:1 )(1 + 2r cos n) 

E( a, h:) = k exp[/.:( z + () + ih: ( ( ,,,; - O cos a + ( y - 17) sin a)] 

Thl' path of i11tegra.tio11 is above the pole k = "'i given by 

/I 
Ki( rt) = -----

1+2rcosa 

( 1~) 

(19) 

('..W) 

( 2 I ) 

(22) 

(23) 

The far-field beha.viour of G, which will be used later, is obtained by applying contour 
integration and the method of sta.tiona.ry phase, giving 

G(R,O,z;~, 1/,() = R-1/2h({,8)ek1(0)(z+iRcos(a0 -0)) + O (~) 

where t.he stationary phase angle o·0 (0) is given by 

sin( ao - 0) = 2r sin 0, cos( ao - (}) < 0 

Thus, W<' havl" 

co8( O"o - 0) = -J 1 - 4 r 2 sin 2 0 

Furthermore, the wave number of the outgoing waves is given by 

v 
k1(8) = -----

1 + 2r cos ao( 0) 

Hence, 

(24) 

( 2;,) 

(26) 

(27) 

G(R,8,z;~,17,() = R-1/2h(f.,O)ekt(8)(:-iRJ1-4r2sfai20) +o (~) (28) 

where the amplitude h(f.,O) is given by 

.. h( E' l}) ~i( (I )l'L·J(O)[(+i€(ees~ I 2r sin2 8)+i11(sin fJ Trcos-Usru1Tij.:..11rn·+ a(·,.:-z-)- ( 29) 
II 

Tlw 0xpressions (28) - (29) are in agreement with Newman ( 19!"19). It is. howf'VC'I', in 
disa.gn•c>111ent with Haskiud (HJ46). llis C'Xpressiou for h(f.,0) sePms nut. 1.o ht- corred to 
O(r). 

To first order in r, o·0 a.nd /.:1 (8) are obtained a:s 

a 0 = 7r + 0 ~ 2r sin 0 

ki(O) = 11(1+2rcos8) 

(:Jo l 

( :11 ) 
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4 Solution of the boundary value problems 

The boundary value problems a.re solved by applying Green's theorem to G and </m 
</>o + <Pt in the diffraction problem, a.nd G and </>j, j = 1, ... 6 in the radiation problems. Let 
SF denote the free surface and S00 denote a vertical cylinder enclosing the fluid at infinity. 
Considering the diffraction problem first, Green's theorem gives 

!' f <f>D {)G dS' + f' f (<1>v ~G - Go</>v) dS = { -~7rt/>v(:i:) (32) 
lsB On lsp+Soo On {Jn -27r</>D(Z) 

where the first case applies to :i: in the fluid domain and the second to :i: on the wetted 
body surface. Ou the free surface </>v satisfies the varia.ble-coefficient. condition (12), while 
the Green function satisfies (13). It was shown in Nossen et al. (1990) that (32), omitting 
terml'i of order r 2 and smaller, reduces to 

(33) 

We note that ( 33) include integrals over the body and the free surface . 
. Using the boundary condition (14) on the body, the corresponding result for the radi

ation problems can be shown to be 

ff ( 8G U ) tj>·-. - G(n · + -:-m ·) <LS 
SB J On J UT J 

2 . 11 ,;,. ('('"7 G' 'l'"7 1G''l'"72 )dS' { -471't/>j(re) 
- lT 'Pj V} r• V}.\+- JVl.\ = -2 A,.,( ) 

Sp 2 71''PJ :I: 
(34) 

for j = L ... , 6. 
The equations ( 33) - ( 34) display some important differences from those usually seen in 

ship hydrodynamics. In the full linear three-dimensional problem, the steady disturbance 
\ is usua.Ily neglected, leading to integral equations containing a waterline integral. In our 
case, this integral vanishes because the steady potential U \ 8 satisfies the correct boundary 
condition ( 5) on the body surface. Instead of the waterline integral, our equations contajn 
an integral over the free surface. This integral, however, decays very rapidly with increasing 
distance from the body, since it contains the spatial derivatives of the steady disturbance 
\• and \ behaves as a dipole far from the body. Therefore we may always truncate the free 
surface at a quite short distance from the body. 

The integral equations ( 33) and ( 34) for the 1:1nkn9w11 potentials </>.i and ¢m on the bod)'' .. 

11.ia:y be shnplified by assuming that the reduced frequency r ~ 1. Expa.ndin!i!; </> and G in 
asymptotic serieA of T, am) keeping only linear t.f'rms, we have 

</> = </>o + np• ( ::15) 

(36) 

where 
o 1 1 toc• kek( z+() ' 

G = - - - + 2 J0 ( kR )<lk 
r r' o A'. - v 

(37) 
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Here, R' = J(t - ~)2 + ( y - 17 )2, J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind a.ud zero order 
a.ncl 11 = a 2 / g. Following H uisma.ns a.nd Herma.us ( 1985), the first-order correction term 
ra.n he writ ten a.s 

1 .X - ~ ""-oo k2ek(z+() ' 
G = -4t]il'Jo' (k _ i.1) 2 J1(kR )dk (38) 

where J 1 is tlie Bessel function of the first kind a.nd first order. It is seen that G1 may be 
written very shortly in the form 

EJ2G'O 
G1 = 2i--"-

8v8x 
(39) 

Thus, the Green function for small forward speed can be expressed by means of the real 
and imaginary parts of the zero-speed Green function and its derivatives. 

The integrals of the m-terms, appearing in the integral equations for the radiation 
potentials, are on an undesirable form. These integrals may be rewritten by using Tuck's 
tli.eorem (Ogilvie and Tuck, 1969), giving 

!. [ Vxa · \7G1ticlS' = -;· ~. Gm.ids - f G 0
8:a nids 

lsB lsn .fcB -
(40) 

provided that the wetted surface SB is smooth and that it is wall-sided at the free surface. 
In our case, the waterline contribution in Tuck's theorem vanishes due to the rigid wa.H 
condition ( 4 ). It should be noted here that 'luck's theorem is, strictly ape.a.king, not vaHd 
for G which is not a continous function on the body. This is circumvented by putting :z: in 
the fluid and let it approach the body boundary. Since the right hand side of ( 40) exists in 
the limit, also the left hand side must exist in the limit. It follows tha.t the left hand side 
of ( 40) is a principal value integral since n · "Vxa = 0 on the body boundary. 

Thus, introducing the asymptotic expansions into ( 33) and {34 ), applying Tuck's theo
rem and collecting terms of the same order in T, we find the two sets of integral eq uatious 

(41) 

211"¢} + j f ¢}~Go dS = 2i 1· f </>~( \71 G0 · "Vi.\ + !G0Vh )dS 
.fs8 un lsF 2 

- </>~-T-dS+ Ss T -ri;v T • v\a nJ '' ~ - , ... , 11 a-c-·1 { fj' (G'1 1 'l"7G•0 t"'7 . ) ·dS' : - 1 6 

SB an o. J = D 
(4~) 

where j = D means the diffraction problem. The zero on t.he right hand side of t.he 
diffraction problem stems from the fact that the incident-wave pot.ent.ia.1 </>0 is i11depe11de111. 
e>L-i::~--- - - - -------- --- --- -~-------------- ------------ ------ ----------- ------------- ---------- -

The series expansion simplifies the problem considera.bly. Since the free surface integral 
is of higher order thaJJ the other terms, this integral will only occur a.t. the right-ha.ud side. 
Thus, when discretizing the equa.tions. we only need to solve for the unknown potentials 
¢P and ¢>1 on the body, not at the free surface. 

In addition, the free surface integral decays very rapidly. Since the stea.dy disturbance 
\ behaves like a. dipole, the integra.nd decays like R-4 , where R is the polar radius. Thus, 
it is only necessary to discretize the free surface out to 2-3 body dia.meters. 

The integral equa.tions ( 41) and ( 42) a.re solved by a. conventional panel method. The 
body is approxima.ted by pla.ne quadrilateral elements, and the velocity potentia.I is a.ssumed 
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consta.nt over earh paneJ. Using the panel centroids as collocation points, the integral 
equations are reduced to sets of complex linear equations. 

Iu a.11 the calculations, the singular terms of the various Green functions a.re integrated 
by the Hess a.ud Smith method. The logarithmic singularities have been integra.ted by the 
method of Newman aud Sclavounos ( 1987 ). N urnerical integrations over each panel are 
performed using the mid-point rule, except when we compute the influence of a point on 
itself, which is done by four-point Gaussian integration. 

To compute the free surface integral, the free surface is panelized in the same manner 
as the wetted body sUl'face. However, since this integral only contributes to the right hand 
sides of the equations, this means very little additional computer memory llsage. 

5 The first..:order forces 

5.1 Added mass and damping 

The radiation force and moment is obta.ined from the Bernoulli equation as 

(43) 

Here i, j = 1, ... , 6, and the complex force coefficients fij are defined as 

where aij are the added mass coefficients and bij the damping coefficients. It is shown 
in Nossen et af ( 1990) that the Timman-Newma.n relations, fij(U) = fji( -U ), are valid 
for a. body of general shape, provided that the forward speed is small. This result is 
a generalization of Timman and Newman ( 1962) where a steady disturbance field \ is 
neglected (but they don't have to assume that r is small). 

An immediate consequence of the Timman-Newman relations is that 

/ii(r) = fii(O) + o(r) ( 4.5) 

Thus, to leading order the diagonal added mass and damping coefficients only depend on 
the current speed through the frequency of encounter. This is confirmed by numerical 
computations. 

In figure 1 is illustrated the validity of the Timma.n-Newman rela.tions for a. ha.If
immersed sphere of radius a a.t Froude number Fr = CT /.,f!Fi = 0.0·1. The surp;e-lwaw• 
a.nd hea.ve-surge hydrodynamic coefficients are Z<'J'O at Fr = 0, so at. sum.II forward H)>P<'d 

they a.re essentially proportional to Fr. The differences betw<"en the surge-hell.Ve tl.nd heave-
- surge roefflcientsar.Ji'r - ±0.04 are a:tluosf. 2% for the a.ddea mass a.nd i% tor the danqililg

coefficiPnts. 
Tiu:• Timma.n-Newmau rela.tious indudiug t.lw \-fidd ha.ve also been published very 

recently by Wu and Ea.tock-Taylor ( 1990 ), using a met110<l son1ewli,a.t diff.erent from ours. 
The essentia.l difference in the method is that we, in opposition to Wu and Ea.tock-Taylor, 
do not expa.nd the velocity potential in a series after r for the whole free surface, since it 
is not obvious that this series converge for large distances from the body. 
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5.2 The exciting forces 

The diffraction force a.nd moment is given as 

(46) 

where i = 1, ... ,6, and() is the total diffraction potential, given by (8) with e1 = O,j = 
t 1, ... 6. 

In computing the exciting forces it is a simplification to use the Ha.skind relations. These 
express the exciting forces iu terms of the incident wave-potentia.l t/>o and the reversed-flow 
radiation potentials ~'J,j = l, ... 6 so that the first order exciting forces can be computed 
without knowing the scattering potential tj>7. The Haskind relations for zero forward speed 
have been known for a long time, see for example Newman ( 1977 ). The Haskind rela
tions have been generalized to small forward speed by Zhao a.nd Faltinsen ( 1988) for the 
two-dimensional case. In Nossen et al. ( 1990J these relations are derived for the three
dimensional case, with the integrals evaluated with the far-field potentials, giving 

(47) 

wl,ere Hi- denotes the amplitude distribution of the ith reversed flow potential, and is 
obtained form Hi by replacing T by -T (but keeping 11). Hi is found by introducing ( 17) 
in ( 34 ), which gives 

(48) 

The amplitude h(e, 0) of the Green function is given by (29). 
Figure 2 shows the derivatives of the exciting forces with respect to the forward speed 

computed by numerical differentiation. The method of direct pressure integration is com
pared to the far-field Haskind relations (47). The agreement between the two methods is 
excellent. 

6 The mean horizontal drift force and the mean yaw mo
ment 

6.1 The horizontal drift forces 

-TTl~--111Pan-- s t.ead y -secoi10 orili'l'-TOrce ,-tlle fife-a1futiif.- force.- may tw--rom p u 1.(1(1 -by---rl+rfft. 
pressure integration or by using the far-field method. The latter. which is obta.ined hy 
applying the momentum equation, is most accurate and will be applied here. The mean 
dfift fol'ce F is then given by 

F = - j J (pn + pvv · n)dS 
s"", 

(49) 
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i 

j -

where an overbar denotes time-average. Applying the Bernoulli equation and conserva.tion 
of mass, it ma.y he shown that (Grue and Pa.Im 1990) 

F = -1· [ (-p(4>i + !lv'l2 + gz)n + pv'v' · n)dS' ls,,., 2 

(where v' = (u', v', w')). 

-puj' f (v'n1 - tt'n)dS 
ls."" 

The second term in (50) may be written (see Grue and Palm 1990) 

(50) 

- pUjj' [, (v'· <Ll)dz = -pUji. v~(dl - pUj1· [ v'. dl<lz (51) 
ls,"' Coo 1 Soo 

where v~ denotes the horizontal tangential velocity at C00 , (the free surface elevation and 
j the unit vector a.long the y-axis. It is seen that this term has only a component in the 
y-clirertion and is dependent on the velocity circulation in the fluid. When there is no 
circulation in the fluid, the last term in ( 51) vanishes. Thus, when the mass is conserved 
and there is no circulation in the fluid, we conclude that the mean horizontal force is a 
function of first order quantities only. 

Introducing the velocity potential, we obtain for the x-component (i.e. in tbe current 
direction) 

. 12ir 1 roa•)2 (8t)2 Fx = p -- -. - · - U2 -,- cos9Rd(} 
o 2g 8t Vx 

z=O 

· 12n-10 [1- ~-8 +P -IV'~l 2 cos(} - ---. dzRd(} 
o -h 2 8x 8R U>2) 

and for they-component (i.e. orthogonal to the current direction) 

12n- 1 [(at) 2 ~at)2 
Fy = p lo - 2g at - U\ a;) t::(}Rd(} 

12?r10 [1-- ~4> +P -fV'tl2 siu9- --_-·_ dzRd(} 
o -h 2 8y 8R 

+pU [2n- ~ 84> (8~ - u!__) dO 
lo g ()(} at ox . ' 

z=O 

( 5:3) 

where Ii denotes the water depth. The expressions (!'J2) for FJ. and (.'i3) for Fy a.i·e valid for 

arbitrary current speed U and water depth h. In the present contribution we apply Ii = oo. 

The expression (52) for Fx was derived by Maruo ( 1960), assuming infinite wa.ter depth. 
-J,el; us tlten insert --- - ----------------- -- --------- ------------

where, a.s before, </>o is given by 

and </>B is given by 

di. IL\ iut tg 
'.l" = 'ne A-(<Pu +<PB) 

w 

</>B = R-1/2 H(9)ek1(8)(z-iR\h-4r2sin2 8) + O( _!_) 
R 
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as R--+ oo (56) 
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H(O) is rela.ted to Hi(O), i = 1, ... 7 by . 

<7W 6 {. 
ll(9) = 1l7(8) + -'L, ~Hj(O) 

g i=l A 

where Hj(O),j = 1, ... 6 is given by (48), a.nd Jl7(8) is given by 

(57) 

H7(9) = _...!__ {j' f <Pv 8
8h dS - 2irj. f <Pn(V1h · V1 \ + !1i.vh)<t5'} (58) 

411' ls8 . n lsF 2 

Averaging with respect to time, and applying the method of stationary phase, Fx and 
Fy are obtained as 

where 

p-:~2 = -~{fo2 7f B;r(O)IH(O)l2d0+2cos,8(1-2rcos/3)lR(S')}+o(r) 

P:~ 2 = -~ {fo2
7f B 11 (0)IJI(O)l 2d0 + 2 sin,8(1- 2r cos ,8)R(S')} + o(r) 

Bx(O) = (1 - 2r cos,8) cos 0 + 2T sin2 0 

B11 (fJ) = (1- 2rcos/3)sinfJ - 2rsin8cos6 

S = [¥.ei1r/4 H*(,8 + 2r sin {JJ 

A star denotes complex conjungate. 

6.2 The yaw moment 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

The mean moment with respect to the vertical z-a.xis, Mz, was derived by Newman (1967) 
for zero forward speed. Here we include the effect of a forward speed. The moment lYlz is 
given by 

Mz = -k · j ls""' (pr X n +pr X vv · n)dS' 

To leading order in U the moment is given by 

(62) 

(63) 

where 11:1 <1.nd 110 denotes normal velocity a.nd horizontal ta.ngeut.ia.1 velocity, res1wrt.ively, 
at S'rx·· 

The contribution to Mz from the first order velocities, obtai11ed by introdudug ( 54) 
into ( 63) gives 

Mz 1 [ 21r dH* 
pgA2 = - 4](~{}0 (1- 2rcos6)H cl(} <lfJ} 

. 1 . 
-T.='~{(1- 2rcos{J)S'' + rsin/35'} + o(r) 

2.d. 

11 

(64) 
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where 5' is given by (61). 5'1 is given by 

(65) 

where H' denotes derivative with respect to 0. It should be noted that to tlw same order 
there ate also contributions to the mea.n yaw moment from second order velocities which 
are not known by linearized theory. This problem will be discussed elsewhere. 

6.3 The energy equation' 

The energy equa.tion relates the mean outflux of wave energy at a. control surface enclosing 
the body to t.he mea.u work done by the pressure forces acting on the body. For the 
diffraction problem or the case where the body is freely floating in the waves (and there 
are no dissipative forces), the mean work done by the pressure forces at the body is zero. 
Tims, the energy flux at the control surface should be zero in this case, giving a check 
for the accuracy of the method. The mean energy flux through the control surface 800 at 
infhiity is given by 

W = j fs
00 

(p + ~plvl2 + pgz) v · n dS' (66) 

Applying conservation of mass and the Bernoulli equation for the pressure we have 

W =-pf' { ~tV1 • ndS + pU { tt(n1dl 
Jsoo 1000 

(67) 

wh<>re ( is the free surface elevation. We note that W is entirely determined by products 
of first order quantities only. Inserting for the velocity potential we obtain W expressed by 
Jl(O) and S: 

w (1 {i211" } -E =- A(O)jH(O)l 2d0+(1-2rcosf3)~(S'.) +o(r) 2 Cg W O . . . . . 
(68) 

where 
. 1 

A(O) = 2(1- 2rcos0) (69) 

E = tpgA2 and cg denote the mean energy density and the group velocity of the incoming 
waves, respectively. 

6.4 Numerical examples 

Let us, as au example, study the drift forces on a..11 offi;hor(> platform, wit.h the i;ubm<•r11;f'd 
-pa.d.coinpose<l hy lour vert1caT c1rcula.r c.:olum118~-ea.Cllof diainet.e1:-:la:--aiufheigtI1aa.~pta.Cf.~d 
on a citcular pontoon with a11 outer diameter of 11.9a. For a full sea.le pla.tform we apply 
a.= lOm a.s column radius, thus giving a pontoon diameter of 119m. Thf> ha.If of the plat
form, heing symmetric with res1>e<:t to the ;tz-1>la1w, is shown in figure 3. The pl1t.tform iR 
discretized with 98 panels on ea.ch of the columns a.nd 288 panels on the ha.If of the pon
toon, giving a total of 484 panels on the half of the platform. The ha.If of the free surface 
is discretized with 464 panels, as shown in figure 4. As a relevant example for a tension leg 
platform, our platform is free to move in linear surge and sway motions, and the mass is 
ta.ken to be 75% of its displaced water mass. 

12 
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For a wea.k current speed the mean horizontal drift force ( Fx, Fy) ·reads 

(70) 

where Fr = U/ ..;ga, the Froude number, denotes the nondimensiona.1 current speed. 
( F.ro, Fyo) denotes the value of the mea.n drift force a.t zero forward speed, Fa,1 denotes 
the wave drift damping coefficient, i.e. the increase in the mean drift force along the cur
rent direction, a.ucl Fyt denotes the increase in the y-component of the drift force due to 
the current. 

In figure 5 are shown values of Fxo and Fx1 for the platform, for incoming head waves, 
i.e. /3 = 7r. Due to symmetry Fyo and Fy1 a.re zero for this wave heading. Also the yaw 
moment. is zero in this case. The values of F:r1 a.re computed by numerical differentiation 
of J·~., obtained for Fr = ±0.005. The drift forces on a restrained platform are also 
iuclirated in the figure. The figure exhibits quite strong variations in both Fa·u a.nd F,rJ • 
which ohvio11sly are arising from interference phenomena occurring hetween the columns. 
The wa.V<' drift. da.mping codficieut FJ, 1, which is positi V(' for most I\. a.- values becomes, 
surprisingly, negative with significant magnitude for Ka dose to 0.6. As a. result, the sum 
of viscous damping forces and the wave drift damping ma.y become sma.11, and even also 
negative, for this incident wave number. Also, the nega.tive va.lue of F3.1 is so large at 
A. a= 0.6 that a current with Froude number larger than 0.1 leads to a. total mean drift 
force directed against the incoming waves and the current direction. A Froude number 
equal to 0.1 means a current speed of lm/s for the full sea.le platform. It is believed that 
negative values of Fx1 ma.y be observed for complex body geometries, where interference 
between various parts of the body may occur. 

Let us then consider oblique incoming waves with f3 = ri7r /6, i.e. the current and 
wa.ve directions form an angle of /3 = 7r /6. In the figures 6 a.nd 7 are shown the :c- and 
y-components of the mean drift force for the platform, respectively. It is noted that the 
curves for the drift forces for a. floating and a. restrained pla.tform are almost identical, 
indicating that the floating platform performs very small linear surge and sway motions a.t 
this wave heading. Also in this case the force components exhibit ra.pid varia.tious, with 
particularly strong changes in FJ·l and f'.111 for Ka dose to 0. 75. Fx1 and Fy1 becomes both 
nega.ti ve for this incident wave number. Also, Fl.1 becomes negative for [\.a dose to J. 1. 
Hence, the wave drift clamping b<>comes negative at lea.st for two values of A" a. For posit.ive 
Froude number larger than 0.1, the total va.lue of Fyo + FrFy1 may be negative for A. a 
dos0 to 0.75. This is, however, not true for F,1,. For negative Froude nmulwr sma.ller tha.u 
--0. l, and Ka close to 0.9, the figure shows that both ;:, a.nd f'.11 becomes negative, i.e. the 
mean drift force is directed against the incoming \\'ave direction due to the presence of th!:; 
current. 

Let us finally consider the mean yaw moment, which is shown in figure 8 for incident. 
m - wave angle ;3 - 5tr/t5. The figure shows t.bat a. pos1 ll ve currelitgenera.lly rncreases tlw lllPC\.ll 

yaw moment, while a. negative current will r€'dure the rnomeut for most wave n11mberR. 
Again, for incident wave number close to 0.8 there are strong variations iu DAlz/iJFr, a.s 
in the examples for F:d and F111. 

As a check of the numerical calculations, the energy flux at infinity is obtained for 
the rest.rained pla.tform and the floating platform free to oscillate in linear surge a.ud sway 
motions. The energy flux is noudimensionalized with respect to the incoming wave energy 
flux pr. unit dia.meter 2a of one of the columns, i.e. H'/2aEc9 , see eq. (68). The va.lnes pf 
1V/2aE'c.'I a.re a.lwa.ys less than 5 per millP fur th<:> rest.ra.in('d pla.l.form, while fort.he float.in~ 
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platform H1/2aEc9 is 2 per cent for moderate a.nd short wa.ves, a.nd less than !'>per rent. 
for lo111v•r wavf's. A finer discretization will reduce these figures, which a.re indiea.ting the 
rna.~11itud1-• of the 1111merica.J e1Tors in the compntatious. 

7 Discussion 

As <UJ ''xampl(• 011 t.11e a.ceura.cy of the present method let us consider the convergence of 
th<" drift force /1 ~, on a vertical surface-piercing cirntlar cylinder with dia.met.<•r 2a. a.nd <Ira.ft 
:fa., for increasing number of pa.nels on the wetted body surface and the free surface, Let 
the incoming wa.ves be travelling along the negative x-axis, i.e. /3 = 11', and assume tha.t. 
the cylinder, with ma.ss equals the displaced water mass, is oscilla.ting freely in linear surge 
motion. In figure 9 are shown results for F.'"C when Ka = 1 and the Froude number is 
increasing from -0.08 to 0.08, with the number of panels on the half of the wetted body 
surface varying from 54 to 416, and the number of panels on the half of the free surface 
varying from :16 to 288. The figures exhibit a remarkably quick convergence of the drift 
force for negative values of the Frou<le number, while the convergence is ra.t.her slow for 
F1' > 0.04. However, the results for the finest and next finest discretiza.tions are a.lwa.ys 
very close with a difference being less than 1.5%. 

Tlw figures also show a quick convergence of th<' wa.ve drift damping coefficient. F.rt = 
;:K. IVi·=u, with a differPnce in the wa.vt:' drift damping coeffirient ohtahled hy the tiiwst. :-i.nd 
uext. finest discretization being less than 2%. A rough estima.t.e of the wa.ve drift damping 
coefficient., within l0% a.ccura.cy, may even be obtained with the coarsest pa.nelliza.tion of 
t111• ryli11d1•r. This example indica.tes that the wa.w drift damping coefficient. is predict.eel 
with U1<1 same a.cc11ra.cy as the mea.n drift force a.t zero speed. 

It is of relevance to compare the present met.hod with results by Zhao a.ud Falt.i11se11 
(l !J89 ). They a.re using a hybrid method composed by a. boundary element method with 
Rankiue sources distributed over the body surface, the free surface and a. control imrfa.ce 
solll<' distance awa.y from tl1e body, and a multipole expansion for the flow outside the 
control surface. Unlike the present contribution, Zhao and Faltinsen a.re solving the small 
forward speed boundary value problems without applying a perturbation expansion for the 
pot<.>ntial and the Green function. Examples of the mean drift force on a. vertical circular 
cylinder situated in incoming head waves obtained by the two different methods a.re shown 
in figures 10 a.nd 11. The Froude number increases from -0.0638 to 0.0638. The cylinder 
ha.s ra.dius a., draft ~fa a.nd mass equals its displa.ced water ma.ss. ln figure 10 the cylinder 
is r<.>strained while in figure 11 the cylinder is surging in linea.r motions. 

For 1m1all a.11d moderate incident wa.ve muulwr the res11Its for f,. oht.ained hy t.h{' two 
different nwtlrods are almost tlre sa.uw. For Aa la.l'Jl;t'1' t.Jw.11 a.bout. O.~ a.11d Fr 1. 0 011r 
111et.hod give8 sma.ller value for Fr tha.u t:he other method. The vaJ1ws for t.lw wa.vr drift 
~~~l~~g_~whi~l~~~bta.ined by usi_gg_f~:__==:= ;l;Q&Q!i_~howR good a.greernent., ___ u_ 
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drn.ft. :fa. lnrnllling head waves. The half of thP <»:li11dPr is disn('fizPd with ·I IG pa11<•ls, t.h<• 
lrnlfof th(' frel' smfa.ce with W~ panels. Solid liuC': 1m•sPnt lllC'l hod. Dashed li11<': Zhao a11d 

J.t'a.ltiuseu ( 1989 ). 
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Figure 11: Sa.me as fig11re 10, hut. cylinder free (.o surge in linear motions. 


